Within the boundaries of their shared philosophy and educational approach, NEMO programs are diverse. Institutional makeup, geographic coverage, topical focus, methodology, funding and staffing vary from state to state. The following pages attempt to capture this diversity, and to demonstrate the depth and breadth of the local work being done by Network programs.

The first section, Selected Program Profiles, describes the work being done by eight Network programs. The second section, Selected Program Snapshots, gives brief updates on some of the more recent efforts.

These reports do not attempt to describe all the work being done in the Network. Because of the breadth of the work being done by the Network, not all of the 27 member programs are featured in this report. We intend to issue further progress reports, featuring different sets of programs and communities, as the Network continues to grow and mature. We encourage readers interested in a particular program to get in touch with the contact person for that program (pages 36-38).